
BOOK REVIEWS 

DICETTE PULICENELLA ••• Inchiesta di Antropologia Culturale Sulla 
Campagna di Giovanni Tucci (Silva Editore). 

T HIS is a very interesting collection of 250 proverbs called Wellerisms 
after Dickens's famous character Samuel Wells. The word 'Wellerism' 
was first applied by Archer Taylor in his book on Proverbs and proverbial 
sayings the wisdom or first enunciation of which is attributed to a real 
or fictitious person. They are peculiar sayings many of them not included 
in collections of proverbs precisely because, unlike the more popular and 
common versions, they start or end with the name of a real or fictitious 
character to whom the wisdom of the proverbial saying is attributed. 

The author tells an interesting story about Queen Elizabeth I and 
Haywood. When Haywood presented his collection of English proverbs 
to the Queen, she told him his collection could not be complete, and, 
to prove her point, asked him to see whether he had included the follow
ing saying in his collection, 'Bate me an ace quoth Bolton'. The saying 
was not in the collection, but Haywood defended himself saying that this 
is a peculiar saying and not a proverb. It was, in other words, what we 
now call a Wellerism. While there are peculiar sayings of this nature, 
yet, I am afraid, a number of the Wellerisms collected by Professor Tucci 
were originally ordinary proverbs and became Wellerisms for the purpose 
of his collection because somebody attributed to them an artificial, though 
quite plausible, authorship. An example of a Maltese Wellerism corre
sponding to Wellerism No. 69 in Professor Tucci's collection is M'isbali 
l-indafa, qal Malimuga 'There is nothing as lovely as cleanliness, said 
the dirty man' - Quanta e bella 'a pulizia, dicette '0 ggravunaro (Quanto 
e bella la pulizia, disse it carbonaio). Wellerism No. 4 Dicevano ll'anti
che: 'Nfaccia 'i denari pure pateme m'e parente lasco (Dicevano gli 
antich: Di fronte (in faccia) ai denari pure mio padre mi e parente lontano) 
is interesting because its introductory clause corresponds to a similar 
Maltese 'Tal x'kienu j gliidu l-antiki,' introducing a large number of 
proverbs. This introductory clause could virtually turn most Maltese 
proverbs into a Wellerism. 

I now pick out 25 Wellerisms from Tucci's collection and compare them 
with an equal number of Maltese proverbs from my Comparative Dictionary 
01 Maltese Proverbs which. is in the press, none of which qualifies as a 
Wellerism. 
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Comparative lists: 
Dicette zi' Biaso: '0 pesce gruosso se magna '0 piccerillo. (Disse zio 

Biase: Il pesce gran de si mangia il piccolo) ....;. ([·huta l·kbira tiekol ii· 

ighira, 'The big fish eats the small one'; Dicette Beniamino: 'Chi e prena 
adda figlia'! (Disse Beniamino: Chi e incinta deve partorire!) - La hoblot 

trid tiled, 'Now that she has become pregnane, she must give birth (to an 
offspring)'. Risse Buontempone: Dio 'nchiure 'na porta e arape 'nu purcone 
(Disse Buontempone: Dio chiude una porta e apre un porcone) - Alia 

j aghlaq bieb u j iftah iefjor, 'God shuts one door and opens another'. Diceva 
Mastu Carluccio: Accacca '0 patrone addo vo' '0 ciuccio. (Diceva Mastro 

Carluccio: Lega il padrone dove vuole l'asino) - Orbot il·fjmar fejn ighid· 
lek sidu, 'Tie che horse where his master tells you'. Dicette Compare 

Junno: Non c'e cosa durabbele a sto munno. (Disse Compare Junno: Non 
ce cosa durevole in quest mondo) - Ta' did·dinja koliox ighaddi, 'All 
that belongs to this world passes away'. Dicette San tu Liviere: Ogge nun 
e comm'ajere (Disse Santo Oliviero: Oggi non e come ieri) - Ilium m' 

ghadux li kien, 'Time has changed'. Dicette 'a mamma: Chi tene male 
capa, tene 'e cosce bone. (Disse la mamma: Chi tiene poca memoria, tiene 
le gambe leste) - AloM haiin, saqajn tajba, 'Bad memory, good legs'. 
Dice 'a mezacanna: Ammesurate, si nun buc essere ammesurato. (Dice 
la 'mezzacanna'; Misurati, se non vuoi essere misurato) - Tqisx lil 
haddiefjor bie; ma jqisux Illek, 'Do not measure others if you do not want 
others to measure you'. Dicette mastu Nicola: Quanno 'a pera e ammacura 
se ne cade senza '0 turceturo (Disse mascro Nicola: Quando la pera e 
matura se ne cade senza l'uncino) - /l·frotta meta SSiT taqa', 'When the 
fruit grows ripe, it falls down'. Dicette 'u nonnu: 'A vecchia a novantonov 
anni se 'mparaje a purta' 'u ffuoco 'inc 'a mana. (Disse il nonno: La 
vecchia a novancanove anni imparo a portare il fuoco nella mano); Dicette 
'na vecchia: I' nun voglio muri c'aggio 'mpara (Disse una vecchia: Non 

voglio morire perche debbo apprendere); 'A vecchia 'e cient'anne recetce: 
M'aggio 'mpara' ancora. (La vecchia di cento anni disse: Debbo imparare 
ancora) - Ghalhekk l'gfjaguia ma tridx tmut, gfjax aktar ma tikber aktar 
titghallem, 'The old woman does not want to die because the older she 
grows che more she learns.' Dice l'ommo abbasato: Pienze pcimma, e po' 
fa'. (Dice l'uomo sennato: Pensa prima, e poi fai) - Ahseb qabel tagfjmel 

or tfattarha, 'Think before you do anything or before you take a hascy 
decision'. Dicette Presutti: 'N a vota per uno tocca a cutti. (Disse Presucci: 
Una volta per uno tocca a tutti) - Xi darba kulhadd tmissu or tmiss anki 

I·Papa, 'Some day everyone gets ic in the neck' or 'also the Pope gets in 
the neck'. Risse Pulicennel: '0 buon giorno se vere f' 'a marina. (Disse 
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Pulcinella: La buona giornata si vede dal mattino) - Ix-xemx turik minn 
fiIgbodu, 'The sun shows you (what kind of weather we are going to have) 
from early morning'. Dicette 'Ntonio 'e Riano: 'E rinari fanno ll'ati rinari, 
'e (iurucchie fanno 'Il'ati purucchi e. (Disse Antonio Diana: I denari fanno 
altri denari, i pidocchi fanno altri pidocchi) - Il-fIus jagbmIu I-fIus, u I

qameI j agbmel il-qamel, 'Money begets money, and lice begets lice'. 
Dicette Fra' Saverio: Schitto a motte nun ce sta remmedio. (Disse Frate 
Saverio: Soltanto alla morte non c' e rimedio) - Tal-mewt biss ma sabux 
tarf, 'Only death has been found to be beyond remedy'. Dicette '0 sfortu
nato: Si me mette a fa cappielli, nascine 'i uagliuni senza cape. (Disse 
10 sfortunato: Se mi metco a fare cappelli, nascono i ragazzi senza la testa 
- ] ekk nagbmel il-kpiepel ma jibqax irjus, 'Should I make hats there would 
not be heads to wear them'. Dio te libere d' 'i signalati mei, dicette 'u 
Signore! (Dio ci liberi dai segnalati miei, disse il Signore!) - Alia jbarsek 

mill-immankat, 'God keep you from the maimed'. Dice 'u tiempo a l' 
uommene: Ho frecta, me ne vo. (Dice il tempo agli uomini: fio fretta, me 
ne vado) - Iz-zmien igbaddi u la j itkellem u lanqas isellem, 'Time passes 
by, speaking to no one and greeting no one'. Dicette 'a vecchia 'n faccia 
a figlia: Juricio ate, denaro a me. (Disse la vecchia(difronte)allafiglia: 
A te il giudizio (il senno) a me il denaro) - Il-gbaqal gbandek u l-flus 
gbandi, 'I'll keep wisdom and you keep the money'. 

Professor Tucci's collection is a very important contribution to the 
subject of his inquiry leading to a cultural and anthropological investiga
tion into the popular wisdom of the inhabitants of Campania. 

J.A. 

L'ITIIONIMIA NEI PAESI ARABI DEL MEDlTERRANEO, Giovanni Oman. Qua
demi dell' Archivio L inguistico Veneto, Nro.3 (Casa Editrice Leo 
S. Olschki, Firenze). 

THIS special edition which forms the third number of Quademi Dell' Ar
chivio Linguistico Veneto is a useful publication based on painstaking 
research invaluable for those interested in the zoological and linguistic 
study of fish and fish-names in use in th e Mediterranean Arab countries. 

The linguistic enquiry covers the following areas: (1) Rouad (2) Tripoli 
(Ar. el-Mina) (3) Saida (4) Alessandria (5) Damietta (6) Suez (7) Bengasi 
(8) Misurata (9) Tripoli (Ar. Tarabulus aI-garb) (10) Gerba (11) Kerkena 
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(12) Sfax (13) Mahdia (14) Annaba (15) Collo (16) Cherchel (17) Orano 
(18) Alhucemas (19) Ceuta (20) Larache. 

The degree of reliability of this wide linguistic research survey (too 

wide for one man) depends on various data {or the genuineness of which 
one can vouch personally; something that it is not always easy to do for 
such a wide area. Naturally, the author could not cover such a vast 
range on a basis of personal investigations only. How could he? He had 
to rely on the findings of investigations carried out by other scholars 
who published their material in book form. The range of authority, which 
is very impressive, certainly shows the author's knowledge of the exist
ing bi bliography on the subject and to a large extent also his personal 
research. He included also Maltese fish-names from books; but here I am 
a fraid his list of names contains so many obvious mis-spellings which 
seem to be presented as variants that the final impression is one of work 
carelessly done as far as Malta is concerned. Generally because of the 
author's unfamiliarity with spoken Maltese, the mis-spelling of his lan
guage-muddled authorities given as variants when in fact they are no 
more than examples of bad spellings confuses the right and wrong forms 
mi sleading those who do not know the language well enough to be able 
to distinguish between the correct and incorrect forms themselves. His 
linguistically misleading sources are: FAO (Catalogue des noms des 
poissons ayant une importance commerciale en Mediterranee, Rome 1960 
published 'by Conseil General des p~ches pour la Mediterranee) and P.S. 
(Arturo Palombi, Mario Santarelli, Gli animali commestibili dei mari 
d'ltalia. Descrizione, biologia, pesca, valore economico e nomi italiani, 
dialettali e stranieri dei Pesci - Tunicati - Echinodermi - Molluschi -
Crostacei, Hoepli, Milano, 2a ed. 1961). Examples: curatza, curazza, 
koraccia quite useless additions to the correctly spelt kurazza for Sphy
m" Zygaena; skaten and scatlu both certainly mi5-prints not variants of 
xkatlu for Squatina Squatina. There is a considerable number of such 
muddled spellings presented as variants when indeed they are no Ir.ore 
than mistakes which a man with a knowledge of the spoken language 
would ha ve di scarded. But Professor Oman' 5 work is on the whol e schol
arly and reliable. 

].A. 
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W. WRlGHT, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, Third Edition, Cambridge 
University Press 1967, 2 vols. in 1. 30s net in U.K. 

Tnis fundamental grammar of the Arabic language is that translated by 
W. Wright LL.D. from the German of Caspari and edited with numerous 
additions and corrections now revised by W. Robertson Smith and M.l. De 
Goeje. 

This is the first paperback edition reprinted by offset-litho. It is very 
convenient because two books, formerly published separately, are now in 
one volume. 

A detailed study of the Grammar would be out of place because it is a 
well-known work of reference with which every scholar of the Arabic 
language is familiar. The advantage of this edition is the publication of 
the two volumes in one and the clean printing and, above all, the com
paratively cheap price. This is the kind of comprehensive grammar (mor
phology and syntax) which has provided material for a number of simpli
fied Arabic grammars for students of Arabic language who had to start 
learning the language practically from scratch. 

This is not a work for beginners; it is a work largely for advanced 
scholars who study the extensive morphological and syntactic structure 
of Arabic with a large number of relevant examples which illustrate the 
rules 0 f Arabic grammar. Those who have not the original or later editions 
of this work, not easy to find, can now obtain this reprinted edition before 
it becomes scarce again. Cambridge University Press has done a great 
service to the students of the Arabic ianguage. 

l·A. 
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EUROPEAN FOLKTALES. Edited by Laurits Bt>dker, Christina Hole, G. 
D' Aronco. Published for the Council of Europe. Rosenkilde and Bagger, 
Copenhagen, 1963, pp. xxiii + 223. 

EUROPEAN FOLK BALLADS. Edited by Erich Seeman, Dag Strombach and 
Bergt R. Jonsson. Published for the Council of Europe. Rosenkilde and 
Bagger. Copenhagen, 1967, pp. xxxii + 248. 

THESE are the first two volumes in a series dealing with different genres 
of European folklore sponsored by the Council of Europe through the 
agency of its Council for Cultural Cooperation. The third volume dealing 
with folk-drama will be edited by Prof. Schmidt, Director, Osterreichisches 
Museum fur Volkskunde, Wien. 

The volume on European Folktales is the result of collaboration be
tween fil.lic. Laurits Bl1Idker, director of the Nordisk Institut for Folke
digting, who provided texts from the non-Latin countries, wrote the 
introduction and the annotations, and prepared the Ms for the press, Miss 
Christina Hole, editor of Folklore, Oxford, who provided the material from 
England and was responsible for the stylistic revision of the whole 
volume before going to press, and Prof. Gianfranco D' Aronco, of the Uni
versity of Padua, who collected the material from the Romance countries. 
A tentative type-list was originally sent to specialists in the various 
contributing countries, and after discussion the final selection of the 
texts and the supervision of the translations into English was also en
trusted to "them. 

In his masterly introduction L. Bcdker deals with the folktale as a 
literary genre which has been known in Europe for at least 2500 years. 
By reference to Homer and other 'classic' literature he shows how, even 
in those distant ages, there existed tales which, in spite of wars, bound
aries and linguistic barriers, easily migrated from one country to another 
among the older civilisations around the Eastern Mediterranean. Certain 
common traits and motifs in the heritage of European folk-narrative are 
discussed, as well as the close connection between the Greek myths and 
European tales. The Christian legends about the lives of saints and holy 
men, which were subsequently coloured by oral tradition and shown as 
waging a successful war against the devil, and the other religious genre 
known as exempla, which were developed into a narrative art by migrant 
preachers in the 13th and 14th centuries, come in for their share of 
attention, together with the Italian novella, which represents the highest 
degree of literary perfection reached by the folktale. Though much prog
ress has been achieved in the study of the folktale, especially as a 
result of the scholarly approach brought about by the Grimm brothers, 
(1812), L. Bt>dker concludes that the work has not yet thrown full light 
'on the origin and the paths of diffusion of the various tales', and that 
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'the public interest in oral tradition has suffered an unmistakeable de
cline. The folktale as a fine art does not seem capable of surviving in 
modern civilisation ••• '. 

The annotations to each tale include the Aa. Th. tale-type number, the 
source (Ms., archive reference or published volume) from which the tale 
is taken, date of collection and the collector's and infonnant's names. 

European Folktales contains a selection of 55 stories from 20 different 
countries. We read in the Preface that the editors had agreed that 'as far 
as possible such texts only were to be brought together as were hitherto 
unprinted, or at any rate only printed in more or less inaccessible publi
cations'. At a conference held during the International Congress for Folk
tale Research in Kiel and Copenhagen in August, 1959, it had been 
agreed that the selection should be made mainly from member countries 
of the Council of Europe or countries having acceded to the European 
Cultural Convention. However, such grouping in terms of political nation
ality turns out to be rather irrelevant and misleading since political and 
linguistic-cultural borders so often do not coincide with each other. In 
the volume under review, in fact, this approach to the subject has cut 
across the cultural unity formed by the folktale and, as Stewart S. Sander
son points out in Folklore (1966, p.151), has resulted in some serious 
omissions, e.g. the vast Slavic areas of Europe. To this extent, therefore, 
the volume does not live up to the claim implied by its title, namely, to 
present this genre under the aspect of Europe as a cultural whole. 

By this political criterion Malta was naturally excluded from the field 
of selection, as she only became a member country of the Council of 
Europe in April, 1965, following the attainment of independence in 1964. 
And yet, for centuries it had been known that by religion and culture Malta 
fonned part of Europe. At least two of the editors presumably were aware 
of the existence of the' more or le ss inaccess ible publications' containing 
German translations of the Maltese material, for such publications1 had 
been indicated in the present reviewer's paper on The Study of Maltese 
Folktales read at the Kiel Congress. 

Dr.A. Cremona in his study Le Relazioni Etnografiche del folklore 
narrativo e leggendario delle isole di Malta {'Maltese Folklore Review', 
1962-66} has drawn interesting parallels between the Malte se tales, 
mainly those collected by Fr.E.Magri (1899-1905}2, and those of other 

1 H. STuMME,Maltesische Miirchen,Gedichte und Riitsel in Deutscher Ubersetzung 
(Leipzig, 1904) and B. ILG, Maltesische Miirchen und Schwiinke (2 vols, Leipzig, 
1906). 
2 The references to Fr. Magri's Maltese tales appearing in this paragraph follow 
the enumeration given in my study A Linguistic Analyis of Fr. M agri' s Folk-Tales 
('Journal of Maltese Studies', No.l, 1961. PP. 82-94). 
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European countries, in particular Sicilian and Italian tales. The inclusion 
of some Maltese material in the volume under review would have demon
strated further how close the Maltese tales are to the main stream of 
European folk-narrative. A few examples win suffice to show the range 
of comparison. The Silly Boy (A TT 1696 + 1685), from Sweden, like the 
Turkish Stories from Nasreddin Hodja(ATT 1592B), recalls the stories of 
the Maltese Gahan (Stumme Nos. 15-16, Ilg Nos. 91-97), especially the 
first Hodj a anecdote about the borrowing of a ca uldron, with which c f.No. 
17 in my collection]. Also from Sweden The Giant's Treasure (A TT 328 
+ 1121) has various motifs in common with Magri's A Girl destroys a 
Giantess (No. XIV(xi» and Ilg's The Female Cannibal (No. 42). The Nor
wegian story of Strong Peter and his Men (ATT 301 B*) finds an echo in 
the exploits of Peter 'Lagrimanti' (Son of Tears) in Magri's The Eighth 
Son delivers the Sultan's Daughter from the Dragon (No. XI) and Ilg's The 
Dragon and the Strong Lad (No. 23). The motif of the life-egg in the.lce
landic Story of Prince H lini (A TT 317 A *) forms a vital link in the Maltese 
plot of Balmies (Magri No. XIV) and of Cosolina collected by the present 
reviewer (G.c.P. No. 9). From Denmark King Wivern (A TT 433 B) links up 
with the Maltese tale of The Sun and the Moon (Stumme No. 2, Ilg No.9, 
G.e. P. No. 3) as well as with The Vile Mother-in-Law (ATT 707) from 
Greece. The Dragon from Spain (ATT 300), complete with the motif of the 
dragon-tongue proof, runs parallel with Magri's The Water Monster (No. X 
(i» and Ilg's' The King's Daughter and the Dragon (No.16).In The Three 
Oranges (ATT 408), from Italy, we find a combination of the main type ver
sion in Magri's The Seven Inhabited Citrons (No. XIII) and Ilg's The Seven 
Twisted Things (No. 15), with the motif of Death instrUcting a poor man 
how to pose as a successful doctor in order to become rich, which occurs 
in my story The Tale of Death (G.e.P. No.21). The Italian story The 
Serpent Son (ATT 425F +621) recurs as Ilg's TheS71ake (No. 46) while 
the Greek version of Dame Cat; or the Wedding Patron (A TT 545 B) 
appears as Stumme's The Cat (No. 3). Finally, the Turkish tale of The 
Head Falconer (ATT 513A) immediately recalls the tasks set to the 
younger son at the instigation of his brothers in Magri's story The Tree 
(No. XV(xii». 

Passing on to the second volume, European Folk Ballads, we find that 
from the very beginning two of the editors, Prof. Strombach, of Uppsala, 
and Prof. Seeman, formerly Director of Deutsches Volksliederarchiv in 
Freiburg, agreed to adopt a different set of criteria in the selection of the 
texts. The ballads are presented in their original language, together with 

] G.CASSAR PULLICINO (G.C.P.), Stejjer ta' Niesna (Stories of our People). Malta, 
1967, pp. xii +75. 
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a metrical translation into English and, departing from the principle of 
fixed political boundary followed in the volume of folktales, the editors 
Were guided by the fact that 'since to a great extent European balladry 
forms a unity, it would not be treated with regard to political boundaries 
but had to be considered under the aspect of Europe as a cultural whole'. 

In this anthology there are annotations at the beginning of each cate
gory of ballads, and, in respect of each ballad version or variant there 
are references to the source (archive or published volume), country of 
origin, language of text and a statement whether the text is accompanied 
with a melody or not. The music is printed as a separate section at the 
end of the book. 

The introduction to this volume consists of a scholarly study by 
Professor Seeman, who died in May 1966 when the editorial work was 
alsmost finished. Highlights of this study are 

(i) his division of Europe into seven ballad provinces i.e. 
(a) Scandinavia, (b) Great Britain, The U.S.A. and Canada, (c) the German 
ballad province, (d) the Romance countries and regions (Roumania ex
cepted), (e) the Balkan peninsula, (f) the West Slavonic region, Ukraine 
and White Russia, Lithuania, and (g) Greater Russia; and 

(ii) his grouping of the folk ballads into categories, i.e. 
(a) ballads of supernatural beings, (b) ballads of witchcraft and magic, 
(c) novellistic ballads, (d) religious ballads, and (e) ballads about ani
mals. Professor Seeman also deals authoritatively with the form, the 
themes, the authors, the formations and the date of origin of the ballad 
as a genre. 

Twenty six countries are represented in European Folk Ballads by 28 
languages. Professor Strombach say s in the Preface that Malta could not 
be represented 'as it proved impossible to find any original ballad texts'. 
Admittedly, the geographical distribution of the ballad in Europe is un
equal and the occurrence of the genre south of Italy is not something that 
one could take fot granted considering that, as Professor Seeman says, 
'only modem intensive research has been able to show that the baJlad in 
Italy is not wholly confined to the northern parts of the country where 
Germanic influence is apparent' (p. xiii). Nevertheless, some ballad de
velopment, however small or slow, there has been in Malta. The published 
material is indeed scan ty, being limited to studie s of only one ballad The 
Maid of Mosta - a theme with a historical background in Moorish sea
piracy providing, as it were, an unsuspected link in the chain of the de
velopment of the Slovenian ballad Lepa Vida mentioned in the introduc
tion (p. xxxi). 

First published by L. Bonelli in 1895, the Mosta ballad engaged the 
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attention of scholars in the 1930's, when E. Rossi's 'Scibilia Nobili' e la 
leggenda maltese della sposa della Mosta (,Lares', 1932) gave rise to 
A. Cremona's rejoinder Is the Maid of Mosta a Myth? (Malta, 1934), fol
lowed by R. Corso's La Canzone della Sposa"rapita dai pirati barbareschi 
(,La Rivista d'Oriente', Napoli, 1935). Had the Maltese material been 
available to the editors, the Mosta composition could have been included 
under The Rescued Maiden - Ballad No. 10 in this volume. The Maltese 
story turns basically on the rescue of a girl from slavery, the main motif 
being that the ties of love are even stronger than those of parental kin
ship when it comes to making a money sacrifice. 

Apart from this, however, there is little else that could have been known 
to the editors without their seeking the help of local scholars. Ballad 
composition, dating back at least to the 16th century, is still a living 
folk-art in Malta, and there has been a considerabl e output published in 
pamphlet form during the last century or so - all of it in Maltese and 
therefore largely inaccessible to foreign scholars. 

These remarks of course do not - and are not intended to minimise in 
any way the excellence of the production of the two volumes, or their 
usefulness as anthologies of European folk-material which provide inter
esting reading both to the scholar and to the general reader. 

It is hoped that, besides carrying on with the publication of such 
anthologies in the present series, the Council of Europe will aisf' en-.. 
courage the collection and editing of the folk-tales and ballads of lesser 
known countries that, in spite of their small size, might have some vital 
contribution to make to the comprehensive study of European folk-culture. 

22.V.68 J. CASSAR-PULLICINO 
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